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DUAL DIRECTION FILTER WRENCH
•Universal, designed to fi t most domestic and imported cars and 
trucks, by simply sizing itself to the fi lter  •Works with a 3/8” drive 
socket wrench or 7/8” open end wrench
Part No. Description
703 Fits fi lters from 2-7/8” to 3-3/16” diameter
704 Fits fi lters from 3-3/8” to 3-3/4” diameter

LINCOLN GUARDIAN
Filter Wrenches

THE BONE CREEPER
•Called The Bone because its uniquely shaped one-piece 
molded body resembles a huge dog bone •The creeper’s 
unusual shape allows large, specially designed 5” diameter x 
1” wheels, and the rider is 1-3” closer to the ground than all 
other creepers on the market  •Most important to users, the 
large diameter wheels roll easily over cracked pavement, fl oor 
drains, grates, and other obstacles that can stop an ordinary 
creeper in its tracks  •The rib-reinforced body is molded of a 
state-of-the-art, engineering grade co-polymer to resist the 
effects of common solvents, so cleaning is quick and easy at 
the end of the job  •The smooth, comfortable one-piece design 
has no cracks, corners or other pinch points, and the outboard 
wheel post prevents tipping and fl ipping  •47” L x 25-1/2” W x 
6-1/4” H  •1-3/4” ground clearance  •Weighs 18 lbs.  •300 lb. 
capacity
Part No. C603.

THE BONE
Creepers & Creeper Seats

EEE/1613

THE BONE ROUGH RIDER CREEPER
•The Bone Rough Rider is named because it’s designed to 
go where no other creeper has gone before, outdoors and off 
the pavement!  •The secret of the Rough Rider’s unmatched 
mobility on rough terrain lies in the unique shape of the one-
piece molded body, which allows large, specially designed 
5-3/8” diameter wheels and still cradles the user closer to the 
ground than many conventional creepers  •The extra wide, 
high fl otation treaded tires don’t sink into many soft surfaces 
and the large diameter wheels roll easily on gravel, dirt, or 
broken pavement where ordinary creepers get stuck dead in 
their tracks  •Each wheel has a heavy-gauge steel frame with 
2-1/2” roller swivel bearings for strength where it counts  •The 
rib-reinforced body is molded of a state-of-the-art, engineering 
grade co-polymer to resist the effects of common solvents, so 
cleaning is quick and easy at the end of the job  •The smooth, 
comfortable one-piece design has no cracks, corners or other 
pinch points, and the outboard wheel pods prevent tipping and 
fl ipping  •47” L x 25-1/2” W x 7-1/2” H  •2-7/8” ground clearance 
•Weighs 20 lbs.  •400 lb. capacity.
Part No. C703.

TAIL BONE CREEPER SEAT
•5” diameter wheels let the Tail Bone roll effortlessly over air 
hoses, drop cords, shop clutter, rough surfaces and much more  
•The base is a uniquely designed tripod, so it’s a naturally 
stable working platform even on uneven surfaces  •It turns 
with the user, so the legs always stay out of the way and 
let you tuck your feet under you for comfort or convenience  
•The tripod design also means fewer wheels to have to roll 
over obstacles  •The seat and the base are molded of tough 
engineering grade polymer that’s smooth, impact resistant, 
impervious to oil, cleaners and common solvents and easy to 
clean  •Seat height: 13-1/2”  •350 lb. capacity
Part No. C503.
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CREEPER WHEELS
•Replacement wheels only

C603W C703W

THE BONE-STER CREEPER
The Bone-ster™ is the lighter, more compact sibling of the original Bone™ creeper that revolutionized working under a car. The 
patented “dog bone” shape cradles the user between the wheels, about 1-1/4” above the ground. This proven design is more 
durable, more comfortable, less likely to tip over and easier to work on than any other creeper on the market. 
The unique one-piece body is molded of the same special engineering-grade co-polymer as the original Bone™. It is smooth, 
comfortable, easy to clean, and resistant to gasoline, oil and almost all other common solvents. The deep, smoothly molded 
structural ribs add incredible strength and durability without adding bulk and weight, which provides welcome ventilation for those 
hot muggy days. Two molded in handholds make it easy to carry and easy to secures. The Bone-ster™ is also more comfortable for 
the big and tall crowd, as the smaller wheel pods allow for less restricted shoulder movement. 
The wheels are 3” diameter with oil impregnated sintered steel center bearings and a molded in place 7/8” wide tire that resists oil, 
gas and most common solvents. Using this advanced technology, the tires form a strong molecular bond to the wheels, essentially 
becoming a strong one-piece wheel. Heavy gauge, cad plated steel caster frames have dual race ADJUSTABLE ball bearing 
swivels, and each one is through-bolted to the body with four 1/4” diameter bolts that won’t ever tear off, strip out or fall apart.

Specifi cations
Length 43”
Width 24”
Height 
(assembled) 5.25”
Weight 13 lbs.
Capacity 400 lbs.
Ground 
Clearance 1.25”
Wheel size 3”

Part No. Description
C603W 5” creeper wheel
C703W 5-3/8” creeper wheel

Part No. Description
C403 Creeper
C403W Replacement 3” wheels


